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PLANETARIUM METHODS BASED
ON THE RESEARCH OF JEAN PIAGET
by Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Public Schools~ Westlake J Ohio
AS PLANETARIUM interpreters we instruct elementary groups on such
as
the sun shines, how to recognize constellations, and how to find directions,
that if we just explain it "right" the students cannot help but
understand
After all, the planetarium provides visual supplement to our accurate
However, the in-depth research of the psychologist Jean
over the las
century indicates that understanding is a function of maturation level and that
basic to planetarium astronomy should not be introduced (if we teach for
until these levels of potential comprehension are reached@ If students
on the verge of changing level, certain things done in the
could accelerate the transitions. The
ideas are based on
Levels and Planetarium Methods
c topics or techniques which should not be pres
What are some of the
the
until
levels have been reached?
has learned
children up
practice transductive
another. When a child, aged six, is asked,
it's bright" or, if slightly older,
it s
children that the sun stays up for
we
time because the
rotates, most do not really understand. However,
able to
this as a "fact. H
Until about age seven (second grade), most children are unable to
their
of time, motion, and space to correctly reconstruct a succession of perceived events.
are also unable to comprehend
are
at different rates. Five and
moon at half-week intervals during a synodic month,
, or draw a correct succession of moon phasese
children of this age will understand the simultaneous motions of the
even
watch them in the
sky.. They will confuse distances moved wi th time
intervals.. If asked what happened after seeing this,
would
that the
which went farthest went for the longest time.
A definition, Piaget found, can first be comprehended as the child leaves the
ductive (fused
stage at age seven or eight. The child is then more aware of
relations between
events. But definitions for children seven
twelve
should be based on concrete experiences. Since
found that students at this
have the abilities to define, order, and classify,
programs and
activities should center about categorizing information and observations
Following a program about the
of different types of bodies in space,
example, children could draw, write (including question worksheets as well as essays
or tell that the Earth is a planet, planets orbit the sun, the sun is a star, and many
stars form a galaxy. Drawings of the sun at different times of day or moon
different times of the month during planetarium presentations or
constellations on the basis of a number of different characteristics, are other
of
appropriate
Children between second grade and junior high learn basic
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cepts

by inference, rather than
deductive
deduction should be withheld until sixth or seventh
what should not be done at second or third
for average s
shown the effect of rotation on the
over an accelerated
then asked which way the Earth turned. This
would be
fifth or sixth
to
or
students'
level ..
Astronomical ideas are bound up with
learned that until a student reaches about
space and time cannot
average
to
a certain size and then no
information of
,000
to such a child an

tarium directions: Until age seven
to the
or left of another
relative to the way the child is
motion or
ector rotation to cause
would not realize that the
Sis
of Orion, as seen from the Northern
Constellations
How about the

ze constellations
do not admit to the
such as
can tell cirlces from
lines, tell that
between sides of a
erally begin
such words as
student further differentiates a
does not abstract} a fixed
sentation of a geometrical
lation study are: Prior to age five for most, it
shapes of constellations. The child will not
groups. At about first
,
, different
can be inves
be assisted by the use of projected line
to indicate difference
and
size.
ected lines can be useful
the
mental development - ages seven to twelve as
At about third
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vanced
have

hexagons and crosses. The
to recognize a
different orientation (e.g., inverted)
since the author has noted that many adults
a Scorpius at a latitude near the South Pole

)

of Piaget's research for drawing constellations while
to handle abstract ideas is
in junior
important for the understanding of
relations
children should physically re-create their
found that at about age seven or
,
copy a two-dimensional model (e.g., a group of stars in a limited area of the
but that he is unable to preserve correct distances between objects
At
ten, the student can
correct intervals between
ects or
third
draw a constellation map, such as the Big and Little
tances
most cases are
distorted. Therefore it would be wrong to
maps
a basis for later outdoor recognition, but the motor
its construction are very
ful. A fifth-sixth
proportion which
perpendicular line segments) on the paper and also
, would be very helpful to students at
, between ages 11 and 13 (sixth and eighth
become able to abstract a re
system (grid) to
field. Constellation maps will gradually improve as children between
ei
interaction with the real world.
What

Viewpoints
most children do not have

Earth's revolution a view
related to a distant
tudents, as well
for these dual
Ine deductive method becomes desirable in science-oriented
in about
After
data on moon
should be able to
t future
f the moon
students should be able to match Earth-based

Thes

contains many

of p
5
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ective

app

shape and size of objects related to their orientation
eight and eleven (third and sixth
students
that the apparent
of a
circle will be an
tical appearance of the Andromeda
fourth
, the
the reason for a radiant
coordinate
jects,
in different orientations
research indicates, therefore that until about
understand
the constant
of the
moon enters or leaves total
find it interes
that Carl
a class in which a
wasn'
cormnents from
student was

science curriculum.
Planetarium research
ticular
activities

will

in the Planetarium at
Potential Comprehension Level
Piaget identifies two
dents are found. In the first, the
in such a familiar way he is
second
something which may be fascinating to the teacher but
late to his experiences.. The trick for motivation
and the strange. This calls for creative
whenever possible. Regardless of potential for
person is not apt to learn if this situation does
What are some methods which
the needed tensional situations
One technique recommended by Synectics Educational
is the method of presentation by analogy. Some examples often
to astronomical content related
the planetarium are comparisons of (1) stages of star evolution to
of human
life; (2) constellation figures to connect-the-dot
; (
a
a pinwheel or a fried egg, depending on orientation; (4) the constellations that

*See References ..
2. Synectics Educational

(SES) ,

, Massachusetts
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not resemble their names to the state of Washington, which does not have boundaries
producing the silhouette of George Washington; and, (5) the view of the sun
along the ecliptic against the Zodiac constellations to the view of a
seen
as you slowly walk counterclockwise around a group of friends sitting close to the
fire ..
Psychologists have found that a person cannot consciously recall and verbalize
an experience, even if beyond the stage at which introspection appears - age seven
unless it has some relevance to his outlook. This implies that methods which aim
involvement will more likely result in learning. Multidisciplinary use of the
tarium is therefore desirable. Topics of mathematics, English, social and life
sciences, languages, and the arts can and have been coordinated
many with
tarium capability.. Gestalt philosophy and psychology ("The whole is
sum of its parts .. H) also predicts that a program of astronomical
coordinated
with views of the sky, or a presentation of circle-and-sphere applications of
given to a geometry class which has just completed a unit on circles
result in greater learning than a planetarium experience unrelated to
studied
elsewhere..
, of course, implies that an effective
progrannner has
a wide range of academic interests.)
gy is very
to children and adults alike.
amount of self-reference found in all literature
to the
flection as characters and situations are described.

this is
One engages in

Another method of creative teaching which results in
simulation. Role-playing techniques can aid
of
skills as well as promote concept-and-fact
Chronister (The Science Teacher 3 October 1974) has simulated an
in the planetarium with a class playing roles as astronomers, chief
metry expert, librarians, and observatory caretaker. Additional simulation
of the present which might be tried in the planetarium are (1) a solar
pedition; (2) a meteor-shower counting party; (3) an imagined month at Bar Harbor,
Maine relating tides and moon position; and, (4) a "lost at sea" (or
situation
with the possibility of perishing unless celestial navigation is used.
Role-playing might also be applied to situations of the past, such as (1) the A.
1054 supernova observation by the Chinese or different civilizations,
the
differences in cultural outlook applied to astronomy; (2) appearances of Halley s
Comet at various points in history; and, (3) the view of the sky by the Egyptians
circa 3000 B.C., with the problem of aligning the pyramids.
Planetarium projections into possible conditions of the future provide a
application of science fiction.. Even when the audience is passive, science fiction
contains human relevancy. Probably this helps to explain why it has been so
A situation in which student visitors take roles (such as the characters in The BLack
CLoud by Fred Hoyle) may provide even greater interest.
In addition to greater conceptual learning, which is created by these tensioncausing, relevancy techniques, there is opportunity present for greater affective
learning. If groups enjoy the planetarium experience, they are more apt to return
for additional programs. Role-playing situations can be the basis of discussions
conducted in class prior to, following, and perhaps even during the
visit"
, open-ended simulations in which students must solve
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select and hold views, and explain and defend decisions, provide
way beyond subject matter.

which

Although certain subject matter we judge as
may become
to the average citizen of tomorrow, the ability to solve problems, the
make decisions, and the acquisition of as
as an interest which
a life-long leisure-time activity are possible outcomes of creative
utilization for many of our visitors.
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USING A PAPER AND PENCIL INSTRUMENT
EVALUATE ELEMENTS OF OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY
by Theodore V. Smith, Ph.D.
Introduction
Most persons are unfamiliar with stars and constellations even
made efforts such as visiting an observatory, planetarium, or
in order to acquire a basic knowledge of the stars.
recognize anything beyond the Big Dipper.

have
as

In general, few individuals ever

Rey (1962) has stated that these sources

fail in the manner in which they represent constellations and he has
remedy the situation.

books

to

His book, The Stars, portrays the constellations in a new

graphic way, as shapes which suggest what the names imply:

it shows the groups

8
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stars known as the Great Bear in the shape of a bear; the Whale in the
whale, the Eagle as an eagle, and so on.

Rey claims that these shapes are easy

remember, and once learned can be retraced in the sky.
Besides the differences in the method of representation, there is a
among those who teach constellations as to what is the best approach for
evaluation..

There are two points of view..

The "purists" believe that the best
but the

to teach and evaluate the learning of constellations is to use

The

or an accurate representation which can be produced in the
extreme of the
be used.

ts believe that even the planetarium is artificial and should

Still, there are others, more moderately purists, who will

or accurate drawings of the star fields as being proper for the
constellations.

believe that

The other group (referred to here as the

addition to the real or accurate representation of the sky some form of visual
This

is a tremendous aid in teaching constellations and should be
in the form of an overlay or slide and appears as a

aid is

upon the star field.

The main

of

groups is in reference to the effect of the method of instruction on the s
a search

constellations in the real

to

either

literature has not revealed any research which would tend to

The intent of this study was to teach constellations in the classroom

a modified

graphic method (Rey, 1962) for grQups of individuals in order to examine two methods
the paper and pencil method, and

of evaluation:

) the

Review of the Literature
and relevant visual

Research has established that the use of

of visual illustration

relative effectiveness of the various
not all

:lYlE PLANETARIAN.,

to determine

there has been little

student

aids can

vIill be

efficient in

9
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tarium lecturer.

Reed (1972) found that in a comparison of the effectiveness of the

planetarium and the combination of the classroom chalkboard and celestial globe that
the classroom situation was superior (p <.05).

Additional studies by Soroka (196

Wright (1968), Tuttle (1967), Rosemergy (1968), Reed (1970) and Smith (1966) have
compared the planetarium environment with that of the regular classroom.

Only two of

these six studies reported significantly better results in teaching observational
astronomy in the planetarium than in a conventional classroom.
Dean and Lauck (1972) were skeptical of all of the previously mentioned studies
since in all cases, planer, two-dimensional, paper and pencil tests had been employed
as measuring devices.

They stated that a true test of whether or not a student has

learned some elements of observational astronomy would have to be conducted out-ofdoors using the real sky.

Their study compared the teaching of astronomical lessons

to one group using the planetarium and to another group using the classroom chalkboard and celestial globe.

Dean and Lauck then individually tested each student

and under the real sky and concluded that the planetarium was superior (p <.005)
Unfortunately, Dean and Lauck (1972) failed to reach closure on the item that was the
basis for their study.

They did not demonstrate that the paper and pencil test used

by Soroka (1967), Tuttle (1967), Wright (1968), Rosemergy (1968), and Reed (1970) is
an improper means of evaluation and the question of which method is better has remained unanswered.

Therefore the present study has employed a paper and pencil instru-

ment and also assessed the students in the planetarium in order to compare the two
methods of evaluation.
Definition of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to examine the possibility of using a paper and pencil
instrument to evaluate the effectiveness of teachi.ng constellation star fields with
and without the aid of superimposed graphical mythological cons tellation
the purposes of this study the assumption is being made that the planetarium

THE PLANETARIAN3 9/76
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For

accurately reflects the actual sky.

It is realized that some may question this

approach, but the relationship of the planetarium sky to the real sky is a separate
problem.

(The author has recently examined this relationship and will soon submit

the results for publication.)
This study was exploratory in nature and no hypothesis was tested.
search question was:

The main re-

Can a paper and pencil test be used in place of the

sky to evaluate a student's learning of constellations?
Method
The Sample:

Third and fourth grade boys and girls from a private school in Fort

Lauderdale, Florida were used as Ss in this study.

The Ss were chosen

ified random sampling procedure based on grade, self

questionnaire, vision test

and a pre-test score and placed either in treatment group Tl or T2.
group Tl contained 19 Ss and the treatment group T2 had 17

a strat-

~s.

The treatment

These groups do not

contain the same number of Ss as a result of absenteeism at the time of treatment ..
If a S was not present at the treatment, there was no way to include him in the
session.
Instruments:

Both the pre and post paper and pencil instruments consisted of an

answer sheet and a series of constellation star fields with one per page.

The answer

sheet contained the names of the constellations in random groups of four..

Each

grouping corresponded to a particular cons tellation and the relationship was indicated
by a letter.

It was the task of the Ss to examine the constellation and select the

correct name from the group of four.
appropriate blank.

The

~

responded by putting a check mark in the

Each paper and pencil instrument contained the same cons

but the order of presentation of the drawings and the answer groups for each instrument had been randomly selected..

The test scores were computed such that a correct

response was given a value of one and an incorrect response was a zero.

Thus, a S

naming all constellations correct would receive a score of twelve.

12
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The planetarium evaluation instrument consisted of only an answer sheet similar
the one used in the paper and pencil instrument.

The stars on the

replaced the drawing in the paper and pencil tests.

Also there was a self

questionnaire to measure the .§.'s prior knowledge of constellations, stars
tarium, and to collect demographic data.

To check the Sst

the

to see the

sentation, a simple vision test instrument was given prior to the
the treatment and the planetarium test under identical conditions in which the
to view the slides or planetarium stars.
Each group was given the vision test and then shown twelve cons
star fields in the classroom.

For each constellation star field

told how to

it and then a graphic stick figure of the constellation was drawn

the lecturer

instructions were

using a pointer to trace out the appropriate stars.
corded in order to minimize the variation in the

Tl was

)

asked to imagine the lines connecting the stars and to visualize the
seconds.

for

Group T2 was similarly instructed except that after 5 of the 15 seconds
for 10 seconds

elapsed, the slide was removed and a second slide was

the

contained in addition to the star field a graphic stick
the constellation.
After the presentation of the twelve constellations each group of
paper and

test of the constellations.

Similar instruments were
in order to determine the

on days 7 and 14 following the initial
of the treatment on retention.

tests two and

(These will be referred to as

respectively in the remainder of this paper.)

was

The

were

neither info
the firs

on their scores of the previous test nor the correct answers.
paper and pencil test (post test 1), both groups were taken to the
and allowed to sit in a seat of their choice.
became dark

was directional"

were given a simple vision test

13
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The

then

of an arrow pointer to the section of the sky containing a constellation.

The

were then asked to select the name of the constellation on an answer sheet
by the experimenter.

The level of light intensity within the dome was then increas

enough for the Ss to perform this task without losing much of the,ir dark adaptation
and an overlay of the answer sheet was projected onto the dome to assist in its
This procedure was repeated until all twelve constellation star fields had been considered.

Each constellation in question was individually positioned to the same

general location on the planetarium sky.

Hence the

, orientation to the

and the planetarium instrument changed little throughout the tes

session.

To examine the reliability and validity respectively of the paper and
strument as a means of assessing a
calculated:

~'s

in-

knowledge of constellations, correlations were

(1) between the planetarium and paper and

tests

and (2) between

the paper and pencil tests themselves.
Results
After the treatments, both groups greatly increased their mean scores above the
pre-test scores as shown in Table 1.
an affect on the

~s'

It is readily apparent that the treatments had

learning of constellations.

A t test analysis conducted on the

paper and pencil test immediately following the treatments to determine if the difference between the means of the two groups is probable on the basis of chance alone was
nonsignificant (t

=

0.462, df

= 35, p <.05).

scores was also nonsignificant (t

0 .. 285, df

The same

= 35, p4.05) ..

on the
The result of a repeated

measured analysis likewise failed to reach significance (t = 0.20, df
(Kelly, Beggs, & McNeil, 1969).

= 70, p

05)

Therefore, it was appropriate to combine the two

treatment groups Tl and T2 into a single group (T) for the examination of the correlation between the various evaluating occasions.
As a means of assessing the reliability of the paper and

instrument, the

correlations between the three paper and pencil tests were calculated and they are
14
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cons
thus allow for an examination of its validity..

The correlations between the

tarium test scores and each of the three paper and pencil tests when both treatment
groups were combined are 0.63, 0.59, and 0.64 respectively.

These correlations are

substantial in view of the inherent differences between a paper and pencil instrument
and the

arium sky ..
TABLE 1
Means and Standard Deviations

T1
if

T2
(N=17)

if

6.06

6 .. 94

7 .. 23

6 .. 52

4 .. 35

2 .. 51

2.

3.07

3 ..

2 .. 22

planetarium test
paper and pencil post test 1
2
paper and pencil post test 2
paper and pencil post test 3
3
Pre = paper and pencil pre-test

P
1

TABLE 2
Correlation Matrix
(N=36)
TEST

P

P

1

2

3

Pre

1.00

.. 63

.59

.. 64

.. 24

1

,,63

1 00

.. 79

.,80

" 30

2

.. 59

.. 79

leOO

.. 84

.23

3

.. 64

80

.. 84

1 OO

.24

.. 30

.. 23

.. 24

1 .. 00

Pre
p
1
2

3

test
paper
paper
paper

2
3
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Con cl us ions
The paper and pencil means of evaluation has been so deeply rooted in the educational scene that only recently have educators questioned its applicability.
are some areas especially in astronomy where one might question its value.

There
If a

student learns elements of observational astronomy (for example, constellations) out
of a textbook and correctly identifies them on a paper and pencil test, does this
imply he can also identify them in the sky.

Rosemergy (1967), Soroka (1967), Wright

(1968), and Reed (1970) are just a few of the researchers who have assumed the paper
and pencil instrument was a valid method of evaluation and have employed it without
question.

However, there are others such as Dean & Lauck (1972) who doubt that trans-

formation can take place from a sheet of paper to the real sky and contend that the
actual sky is the only proper evaluating medium.

Up till now it appears that no one

has satisfactorily examined this question in a research study.
With respect to the particular population of this study and the particular area
of observational astronomy (constellations) the data indicates that the paper and
pencil method of evaluation is valid.

Therefore, repeated trips to the planetarium

for testing or expensive planetarium responder systems may not be necessary to
adequately assess the

~'s

knowledge in certain areas.

the planetarium itself may not be necessary.

In fact for certain concepts

These conclusions, of course, are based

on the assumption that the planetarium sky reflects the actual sky.

However, there

are still those who argue that a person who learns constellations in the planetarium
may not be able to recognize them in the real sky.

This is an additional research

question which this author has recently examined and plans to publish the results in
the near future.
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AN ODE TO GRAVITY
by Bill Lowry
Gravity brought it all together just right,
Or maybe even a little to tight.
Because the heat inside increased,
And, since then, it hasn't ceased.
You see our ship is spinning 'round,
While nickel-iron soup flows underground.
Far down under the deepest holes,
The iron spins, too, producing our poles.
Though using a compass, for their detection,
We fail to observe their magnetic protection.
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Some stuff
s outside was not so hot,
with the crust we've
appear,
on the

Techtonic
Separating

But without the gravity
never would have floated
And we'd be there, instead of here a fact I should have no
rear,

Meanwhile, internal
A
and a

Heavy gas held close to earth, the other flowed away,
Leaving us a little bit of what we breath
Lucky that the air supply was none
For out of this, apparently, some
The

arrival of this crew,
was in for s

new.

to opinion 'twas nothing democratic
Everything, hence forth and Y fore, was

automatic ..

Cycles had been going on for several
The crew began to change the ship by
Their "breathing" made a form of air
A problem that was solved by evolution ..
The stuff breathed out was then breathed in,
Perhaps you've heard of oxygen ..
The basis for a gas well known,
A molecule that's called, ozone.
Gravity keeps ozone here,
And without it we would sear.
Water never trickle,
We'd falloff our "biocycle .. "
And matter,
Would scatter ..

AND PLANETARIUM VI

A

by T.W. Hamilton
The Wagner
Planetarium has been available for lessons in aerospace
since 197L. Use increased
in 1973, when accurate records on the number
visits began to be kept
The
of New
released
reading scores for all
schools in New York
school.
only the sixth
, on the
that this
have
during the
years, on a probabilistic basis, more
The

Planetarium

located in the northeas
18
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convenient to the various public schools on the island
Two
cated within walking distances (one other school walked in a
a bus drivers s
, and it is to be noted that one of thes
Is which made no visits during the time under consideration.

Island
schools
one of

A
log of all events in the planetarium is kept.. This log was checked
records of all schools vis
between December, 1972 and February 8, 1974
were then
according to the number ofvisi ts made, and their
s
checked
t the
released by the New York City Board of Education@
of the time these tests were given, the norm must be regarded as
at the
level ..

4 .. 90
One visit (N=12)
2 to 4 visits (N=14) (average 2 .. 86)
5 or more visits
(average 6.50)

5 .. 78

6.07
6 .. 33

N
the number of schools.. A
test shows
those schools making none and more than 4 visits at the 05 level
The number of children
any show has varied from as low
many as 92.. An
is of the number of children acco
to the number
made
their schools is seen in the table below ..
Number of Visits
48 3

One visit
2 to 4 visit s
Five or more visits

63 .. 6
47 0

This suggests that schools able to make few visits crowd in as many
Those able to make many visits tend to
fewer children per vis
because they feel less pressed to cram all the children
into
visits.. Why then the lower average for those schools with a
that they may not care enough
If their
discouraged future visits, one would tend
would at least average about the same as the schools with two to four
to make this available to more children" That they do no tends to
interest at these schools among the teachers ..

SCIENCE FICTION LITERATURE AND THE PLANETARlill1

by Jack A .. Dunn

Ralph Mueller
ace and space travel

Planetarium~

long been considered the realm of the Planetarium ..

of astronomical studies and the
p
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University

program have eas

But those

found

in imagination, often called science
19

fiction, also may play a
tion.

in our programming.

It may start with a

A very common type of program suggests to the audience that

selves inside of a spacecraft.

This craft is going on a tour of the solar

We view the surfaces of these planets as well as the Earth from space.

While humans

have seen the latter, to date they have not set foot on those other worlds
exception, of course, of our moon).

This is a form of science fiction

extension of what we do know of these worlds.

an
who

There are many

never think of doing a pure science fiction program like "The Archive Factor
they commonly present the solar system tour.

IV

is that the

What I am

nature of the Planetarium is itself a science fiction
I want to jump

From this broad definition of science fiction in the
to a discussion of a program I have used at the Ralph Mueller

wanted to express

reader of sci-fi since my junior high school days, I had
this interest in some form of Planetarium program.

I did not feel confident

in my production facilities to create a spectacular

effect-ridden sci-fi

In the end I opted for something which could develop

In 197

the program' "Spectrum: The Science Fiction Universe" as a

pro gram..

basically a history of sci-fi literature.
ever since.

It has gone

I produced
I t is
evolution

a

The first thing I did after its public run was to take out its current

sky section and make it into a school program.
has climbed back up, now being about 55 minutes.

Through various additions
This is too

public, but a class studying the subject gets a

its

for much of the

dose of stimuli to

Area high schools have been bringing their students to see it
fiction as a specialization of literature or as a mini class has become very
Also the University has its own one semester sci-fi literature classes, so this
presents another potential audience.

The program can help build those interdis

nary bridges we would all like to have, and it can

persons with your

20
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who might not otherwise have seen it in use.
Now a few words about the creation of this program.

One fine source of infor-

mation is James Gunn's highly illustrated book, "Alternate Worlds the Illustrated
History of Science Fiction," (published by Prentice-Hall).

I might also recommend

Ben Bova's "Through Eyes of Wonder" (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1975) as a
good introduction to the ideas of science and science-fiction for the junior or senior
high school student (or maybe even the Planetarium Directorl).
One area which should be covered is sci-fi and the media.

Most of your students

will have seen Star-Trek (how can you escape it?!) and many should have seen "2001,,"
But they have also seen, especially on television a great number of cheap films which
have been incorrectly labeled "science-fiction."

These include the "monster

and some really hilarious (unintentionally so) attempts at portraying space travel
I went out to our local K-Mart store and bought a couple of these in short Super 8 mm
clips.

The Japanese monsters and the old serials are the funniest.

With

music a spliced together sequence of these "classics" make an effective break in the
historical track of your program.
I am placing a copy of the "Spectrum" script in the "Script Bank."

If anyone

has any questions, they may write to me in care of the Ralph Mueller Planetarium at
the University of Nebraska.

AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR CONTROLLER
by W.A. Deutschman
Bonisteel Planetarium, Dickinson College
Often it is desirable to use a motor to drive a special-effects projector at a
specific speed to match a narrative passage or a particular piece of music.
the speed of the motor can be varied continuously, a compromise is necessary.
nearest fixed

motor must be chosen, or a special set of

to achieve this match ..

THE PLANETARIAN"

Unless
The

must be constructed

One solution to this problem is to use a D.. C.. motor whose
21

and direction are dependent on the voltage applied to its terminals.
will then work for all special effects.

One basic motor

The simplest way to obtain a variable voltage

is to use a fixed voltage source and a variable series resistor to reduce the supply
voltage to the desired voltage.

Unfortunately, the voltage drop across the series

resistor depends on the current through the resistor and hence the motor's speed depends on its load.

At low speeds the large current necessary to start the motor

reduces the voltage below the desired value and the motor may not even start.

The way

to eliminate this problem is to provide a low impedance variable voltage source for
the motor.

The output voltage will be independent of the load on the motor and thus

the motor will start and run at slow as well as high speeds.
Figure 1 shows a circuit which will provide a low impedance variable voltage to
drive a small motor.

It consists of three sections.

The power supply Dl, D2, D3

D4, Rl, R2, D5, and D6 converts the l15V A.C. line voltage to the +
- 15 volts D.C.
necessary to power the amplifier and motor.

The power supply uses no filter capac-

itors because ICl will operate on a pulsating D.C. voltage as well as on a filtered
D@C. voltage.
the amplifier.

A voltage divider, R3, provides a variable control voltage to drive
Finally, the operational amplifier, IC1, operates as a voltage follower

to provide a low impedance variable voltage output to drive the D.C. motor.

NOTE THAT

THE CIRCUIT IS ISOLATED FROM THE 115 VOLT MAINS ONLY THROUGH TWO 4700 OHM RESISTORS
SO THE OUTPUT OF THE CIRCUIT SHOULD BE CONNECTED ONLY TO THE MOTOR AND NOT TO GROUND ..
The circuit will deliver up to 10 milliamperes of current at all voltages between
+15 and -15 volts.

It will vary the speed of an Edmund Scientific Co. #41860 12 volt,

1 RPH molor from 1..3 RPH to 1/5 RPM, more than a 6:1 ratio.
The circuit can be constructed in any configuration, but the printed circuit board
shown in Figure 2 is designed to mount in a plastic spray can top to provide a convenient and cheap container for the supply.

The cap may be attached to the back of the

motor in a compact, self-contained unit by cutting the slot pattern shown in

22
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R1

R
D2

D1

A.c.

D5

1---..M

M
. . . . . . .......c

MOTOR

D3

D4

D6
R

PARTS LIST:
D , D , D , D4 - 200 P.I.V., 1 Ampere Diodes (lN4003)
2
1
3
D ' D6 - IS volts, 1 watt Zeener Diodes
S
R , R2 - 4700 Ohm 1/2 watt Resistors
I
R3 - 10,000 Ohm Potentiometer
ICI - 741C OP Amplifier TOS CASE

FIGURE 1.

Circuit Diagram and Component List
24
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FIGURE 2.

~

:s.+
o

Foil Side of the Printed Circuit Board Twice Actual Size
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FIGURE 3.

Slot Pattern for MOunting the Cap onto the MOtor
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FIGURE 4 ..

on the Printed Circuit Board
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FIGURE 5.

The Completed Circuit Ready for Final Assembly
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From BBC radio

answers

Music," in which a

about
music

on the moon?
on the lava ..

USAF song

go into the

d

left the moon

1976

Gaw

tv

dot \vi th a

W

Auburn

Maine,

we?"
T-Shirt
T-Shirt

f the Conference

~'lToman 's

Place is

the
is

are:

0

"Zeiss
Best

Worn

tuff

Stars and

Jack Howarth

on Jack s shirt were on a

shi rt at the navel fo r
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gray

but ton v s
Mouse

shirt, worn

Director of the

Carl
a

to business

of some 50 years ago in which a newspaper

famous astronomer:
Mars."

The astronomer

at Cornell

for
sent

collect immediately 500 words on whether there is life
250 times:

knows,

knows" ........
astronomer of the ancient world, once wrote
the
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poem,

"Mortal I know I am, short-lived; and yet, whenever I watch
the multitude of swirling stars,
Then I no longer tread this earth, but rise to feast with
God, and enjoy the food of the immortals .. "
Quotes such as these certainly help to spice up a

program,

since they seem to remind us that awe of the Universe is universal
My personal favorite, as presented by Jack Horkheimer, Director, Miami
Transit Planetarium, in his

of the Un'iverse,

is that of Galileo s

explanation of his viewpoint as he was forced to confront church leaders:
try to

how to go to Heaven; I

What is your favorite

want to

or poem?

Send it to me

Q

Who said,

Q..

Who is Jim

Q$

Who is Director of the new National Air and

No fair

how the

ton, we've got a
sure of
it up..

?

Museum

D

Contributions to future

answers; don't be mean, like
Send your "Happenings" to Jane Geoghegan, 4100 We Grace St", Richmond

*

*

*

**

*

*

VA

*

CONCHY
NOT REALL'i l CONCH\{.
I ~INO IT QUITE
DIGTURBING.

r DON'T KNOW WHV
VOU GHOULO. IT LOOK'S
LIKE A VERt{ ORDINARl.f
SUN6E.T TO ME.

repri
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Viking keeps busy durin

by Bill CAMERON

Bill is an electronics technician on the staff of the
Mt. San Antonio College Planetarium, Walnut. California.

